To describe the response of engineering complex systems to various damage mechanics, engineers have traditionally use number-valued utilities to describe the results of different possible outcomes, and (number-valued) probabilities (often, subjective probabilities) to describe the relative frequency of diflerent outcomes. This description is based on the assumption that experts can always make a definitepreference between two possible outcomes, i.e., that the set of all outcomes is linearly (totally) ordered. In practice, experts often cannot make a choice, their preference is only a partial order: In this paper; we describe a new approach based on partial order:
Introduction
To describe the response of engineering complex systems to various damage mechanics, engineers have traditionally use number-valuedutilities to describe the results of different possible outcomes, and (number-valued) probabilities (often, subjective probabilities) to describe the relative frequency of different outcomes. This description is based on the assumption that experts can always make a definite preference between two possible outcomes, i.e., that the set of all outcomes is linearly (totally) ordered.
In practice, experts often cannot make a choice, their preference is only a partial order. For example, one of the main criteria for a tank design is that the tank retain most of its functionality after a direct hit. It is, however, difficult to describe the remaining functionality (utility) by a single numerical value. Some designs place more protection on the tank's weapons; so, when a tank is hit, it will retain most of its shooting capabilities-but its movement abilities may be severely damaged. In other designs, there is more protection on the engine and on the tracks, so the tank may lose its shooting abilities-but keep its ability to move fast. It is difficult to make a definite selection because depending on the battlefield situation, different designs will work best: in active defense, an immobilized tank is still a valuable shooting force-and thus of much larger value than a moving tank with no shooting capabilities-while in a fast long-distance attack, an immobilized tank is practically useless.
In such situations, when we use traditional totallyordered techniques, we thus force an expert to make a more or less arbitrary choice between two difficult-to-compare outcomes; different choices lead to different numerical values of utilities and probabilities and-as a result-to different decisions.
It is therefore desirable to come up with a decisionmaking procedure that would be robust, i.e., that would only depend on the actual expert choices.
The main reason why the traditional number-valued approach to decision making is widely used is that this approach is based on a solid foundation: there are axioms, principles that-if true-uniquely lead to probabilities, utilities, and corresponding techniques for decision making. Most of these principles are pretty reasonable, with the exception of one: that the corresponding ordering of altematives is "total" ("linear"). Traditional decision theory (see, e.g., [2, 31) is based on the assumption that a person whose preferences we want to describe can always (linearly) order his preferences, i.e., that for every two altematives a and a', he can decide: 0 whether a is better than a' (we will denote it by a' 4 0 or whether a' is better than a (a 4 a'); 0 or whether a and a' are (for this person) of the same quality (we will denote it by a -a').
a) ;
A similar assumption (often implicit) underlies the traditional description of degrees of belief ("subjective probabilities") by numbers from the interval [0,1].
As we have mentioned, in real life, an expert may not be able to always compare two different alternatives. In this paper, we provide an exact description of decision making under partial ordering of alternatives. In turns out that in , general, the uncertainty of each situation is characterized not by a scalar linearly ordered quantity (probability), but by a matrix-type partially ordered quantity (ordered operator).
In other words, the set of possible membership ("truth") values becomes, in general, multi-dimensional.
Our results were partially published in [6].
. Traditional utility theory: a brief reminder
In this section, we will mainly follow standard definitions (see, e.g., [2. 31). but we will not always follow them exactly: in some cases, we will slightly rephrase these definitions (without changing their mathematical contents) so as to make the following transition to partially ordered preferences as clear as possible.
Deihition 1. Let A be a set; this set will be called the set of alternarives (or the set ofpure alternatives). By a lottery on A we understand a a probability measure on A with finite support.
In other words, a lottery is a pair (A,p), where A = e -e'). To describe linearly ordered preference relations, we use scalar utility functions, i.e., convexity-preserving utility functions for which V = R It is known that for every convexity-preserving function U : L + R, the relations
< U(.!') and u(e) = u(C) define a linearly ordered preference relation. It is also known that this utility function is determined uniquely modulo a linear transformation, i.e.: One can also show that every Archimedean (in some reasonable sense) linearly ordered preference relation (-& -)
can be described by an appropriate scalar utility function. In other words, each (Archimedean) linearly ordered preference relation can be described by a utility function, and this utility function is determined uniquely modulo a linear transformation. This is not necessarily true for nonArchimedean preference relations, e.g., for a lexicographic ordering (XI, 2 2 ) > (y1,yz) iff either 21 > y1 or (21 = y1 and 2 2 > 92). It turns out that non-Archimedean linearly ordered preferences can be described by utilities with values in linearly ordered affine spaces (for a general introduction into ordered algebraic structures, see, e.g., [4] ):
Utilities with values in linearly ordered affine spaces: brief reminder
An afine space (see, e.g., [5] and references therein) is "almost" a vector space, the main difference between them is that in the linear space, there is a fixed starting point (0), while in the affine space, there is no fixed point. More formally:
A linear space is defined as a set V with two operations: addition w + w' and multiplication X -w of elements from V by real numbers X E R (operations which must satisfy some natural properties). With this two basic operations, we can define an arbitrary linear combination XI e w 1 + . . . + An . wn of elements 211, ..., wn EV.
In the afine space, we can only define those linear combination which are shift-invariant, i.e., linear combinations with ZXi = 1.
The relation between a linear space and an affine space is rather straightforward if we have an affine space V, then we can pick an arbitrary point vo E V , are define a linear space in which this point is 0. Namely, we can define v + U' as 1 w + 1 . v' -1 WO: since we took WO as 0, this linear combination will be exactly w + v'.
Vice versa, if we have a hyperplane H in a linear space, then (unless this hyperplane goes through 0) this hyperplane is not a linear space, but it is always an affine space.
Definition 6. A vector space V with a strict order < is called an ordered vector space if for every w, w', w" E V, and for every real number X > 0 the following two properties are true:
Since this ordering does not change under shift, it, in effect, defines an ordering on the affine space. Recall that for every subset S C V of an affine space, its afine hull A(S) can be defined as the smallest affine subspace containing S. i.e.. equivalently, as the set of all affine combinations Xi si (E Xi = 1) of elements from
S.
Theorem. Let A be a set, and let L be the set of all lotteries over A.
(consistency) For every convexity-preserving funcrion -Vice versa, ifa vector utilityfunction
Practical example
In the above tank example, it is natural to describe each possible damage outcome by a vector-valued utility
where U I describes the tank's shooting abilities and u2 the tank's moving abilities. This is, of course, a simplified example, we also need to take into consideration communication capabilities, possibility of damage repair, etc.-which leads to a higher-dimensional utility vector.
Relation to interval computations
Let us consider the case when we have n alternatives al, . . . , h, and the only information that we have about the utility of each alternative is that this utility belongs to the known interval ui E [gi,Tii]. A general lottery (A,p) can be described as p(a1). a1 + . . . +p(a,) .a,. For each lottery and for each selection of ui E ui, we get a utility value of It is natural to say that a lottery (A,p) is preferable to the lottery (A, q) if for all possible combinations U + E ui, we have U@) 2 u(q).
Let us show how this ordering can be defined in terms of a ordered vector space. Indeed, the relation u(p) 2 u(g) can be reformulated in the equivalent form 
Alternative description
Alternatively, we can describe partially ordered preferences not by a single utility function with a value in apartially ordered affine space, but by several utility functions with values in linearly ordered affine spaces: Definition 9. We say that a family U of utility functions describes the preference refation if for every e, e' E L, the following two conditions hold:
and only if U(-!?) e ~( t ' )
for all U E U ; t -t' if and only if .(e) = U(-!') for all U E U. 5. How to describe degrees of belief ("subjective probabilities") for partially ordered preferences?
Motivations and the main result
In traditional (scalar) utility theory, it is possible to describe our degree of belief ps(E) in each statement E, e.g., as follows: We pick two altematives a0 and a1 with utilities 0 and 1, and as the degree of belief in E, we take the utility of a conditional altemative "if E then a1 else ao" (or (Elall@), for short). This utility is also called subjective probability because if E is a truly random event which occurs with probability p , then this definition leads to ps(E) = p: Indeed, according to the convexity-preserving property of a utility function, we have How can a similar description look like for partially ordered preferences? Before we formulate our result, let us fist explain our reasoning that led to this result. The linearordered case definition of subjective probability ps(E) can be rewritten as follows: for every two lotteries e, . ! ' E L, we have
~( E l l l t ' ) = p ( E ) . .(e) + (1 -ps(E)) . U(!'),
or, equivalently,
u(Ell1t') = ps(E) . (. (e) -.(e')) + .(e').
In other words, we can interpret ps(E) as a linear operator which transforms the utility difference .(e) -u(P) into an expression
~( E J t l l ' ) -. (e' ) = ps(E) * (. (e) -.(e')).
It is, therefore, reasonable to expect that for partially ordered preferences, when we have multi-dimensional (vector) utilities with values in a vector space V , ps(E) would also be a linear operator, but this time from V to V (and not from R to R). We will now show that this expectation is indeed true.
Definition 10. Let A be a set, let L be the set of all lotteries over A, and let E be a formula (called event). By a Conditional lottery, we mean an expression of the type
where Cpi + C Q k = 1, and ti, e; , and e! are lotteries. We will denote the set of all conditional lotteries by L(E).
The meaning of a conditional lottery is straightforward:
with probabilitypi, we run a lottery &, and with probability q k , we run a conditional event "if E then el, else e),)...
Definition 11. Let A be a set, and let L(E) be the set of all conditional lotteries over A. By a preference relation. we mean a pair (4, -), where 4 is a (strict) order on L(E), -is an equivalence relalion on L(E), which satisfies conditions 1)-6) from Definition 2 plus the following additional conditions:
The meaning of all these conditions is straightforward;
e.g., C7) means that (Eltl.f') is better (or of the same quality) than e because in the conditional altemative, both possibilities e and L' are at least as good as A.
In accordance with our Theorem 1. the utility of such events can be described by a vector utility function.
Definition 12. Let V be an ordered vector space. Thus, we get a generalization of subjective probabilities, from scalar values p E [0,1] (which, in our description, correspond to scalar matrices) to general linear Probability operators.
Is there a drastic increase in computational complexity?
At first glance, this attempt to get a more adequate description of expert uncertainty leads to an increase in computational complexity: we have multi-dimensional utilities, with possibly complex partial orders, and we have multidimensional "probabilities" (membership values). However, our mathematical analysis has shown that the situation is not as bad.
Indeed, in general, to describe a matrix, we need to describe its n2 components, where n is the dimension of the space V . It turns out that to describe matrices that represent probability operators, much fewer parameters are needed: Theorem 4. Let V be an n-dimensional ordered vector space. Then, the set of all probability operators is at most n-dimensional.
For most ordered vector spaces, we need even fewer parameters.
Specifically, for every two ordered vector spaces VI and V2, we can define their Cartesian product Vi x V2 as the set of all pairs (vi, w 2 ) with v1 E VI and v2 E V2 for which 
Proof of Theorem 4
An ordering relation in an n-dimensional space is characterized by a closed convex cone of all non-negative elements such that V is a linear hull of the cone. This cone is convex hull of its extreme generators; thus, we can find n generators ei that form a base of a linear space V . To describe T, it is sufficient to know T ( e i ) for all i. For each generator e; 2 0, the condition 0 5 T(ei) 5 ei implies that T(ei) belongs to the same cone generator, i.e., that T(ei) = Xi.e+ for some real number A; 2 0. So, to describe T, it is enough to know n values A;. Theorem 4 is proven.
Proof of Theorem 5
If V = VI x V2 for non-degenerate VI and V2, then, as one can easily check, for every XI E [0,1] and X 2 E [O, 11, the mapping ( 0 1 , v2) + (A<. vi, A2 . w) is a probability operator, thus the set of all probability operators is at least 2-dimensional.
Vice versa, let the set of all probability operators be more than I-dimensional. According to the proof of Theorem 4, each such operator has the form T(ei) = X i . ei for some A;. Since the set of all mapping T(ei) = Xi -e; with the same value Xi = X is 1-dimensional, this means that there exists an operator T for which Xi # X j for some i and j, i.e., that the operator T has at least two different eigenvalues. Thus, the vector space V can be represented as a direct product of eigenspaces VI, . . . , Vm corresponding to different eigenvalues of the operator T. On 
Proof of Theorem 6
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 5, for a lattice order, for every n values XI , . . . , A, E [0,1], the mapping (21,. . . , z , ) + (XI .z1,. . . ,A, ez,) is a probability operator. So, the set of all probability operators is at least n-dimensional -hence, due to Theorem 4, it is exactly ndimensional.
Vice versa, the only case when we have an ndimensional set of probability operators is when we have different eigenspaces -which all have to be I-dimensional.
In this case, V is a Cartesian order of n real lines, i.e., a lattice order. Theorem 6 is proven.
Conclusions
To describe the response of engineering complex systems to various damage mechanics, engineers have traditionally use probability-based reliability approach. For complex components andlor systems. the failure or damage probabilities cannot be directly statistically determined, they are not probabilities in the frequentist sense but rather "subjective" probabilities (fuzzy values) -scalar quantities that characterize our knowledge. In spite of this difference, in engineering, these values are often treated like frequentist ("physical") probabilities.
There are several different techniques for describing our uncertainty by a numerical value, and it is a known fact that different techniques lead to somewhat different numerical values. The traditional statistical approach is not "robust": by using slightly different values of subjective probability (which describe the experts' uncertainty as well as the original values), we may end up with radically different conclusions. It is therefore desirable to develop robust methodologies for characterizing response of systems to various damage mechanisms.
The probabilistic approach to decision making is based on solid foundations: there are axioms, principles that -if true -uniquely lead to probabilities and probability-based techniques for decision making. Most of these principles are pretty reasonable, with the exception of one: that the corresponding ordering of alternatives is "total" ("linear"). In real life, an expert may not be able to always compare two different alternatives.
In this paper, we provide an exact description of decision making under partial ordering of alternatives. In turns out that in general:
The ?utility" of each possible outcome is characterized not by a single number, but rather by an element of a (partially) ordered vector space.
Similarly, the uncertainty of each situation is characterized not by a scalar linearly ordered quantity (like probability or a traditional membership value), but by a matrix-type partially ordered quantity (ordered operator); in other words, the set of possible membership ("truth") values becomes, in general, multidimensional.
At first glance, the necessity to use multi-dimensional "probabilities" leads to an increase in computational complexity. In reality, however, for most partial orders, the corresponding "probabilities" are actually 1-dimensional.
